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ABSTRACT

The Clause slicing technique is static slicing techniques which also have forward and backward slicing methods. The Clause slice criteria are the clause and the clause number. In this paper, we have discussed the Clauser tool the forward clause slicing tool introduce some improvements to it. The Clauser mechanism divides the program code statement into clauses, depending on clause slicing rules, identifies the variables and built-in functions, then slices the clauses regarding the slice criterion that was entered by the user. Comparing to other static slicing techniques the clause slicing is more accurate and precise because it considers all the code in micro-level, where it focuses on every syntax in the code. The Clauser still needs to be enhanced to slice more code features.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Program slicing was introduced in 1979 by Weiser [1] as “a method used for abstracting from computer programs.” Regarding the formula; in Program P, the program slice has criteria which are represented as <s, v>, where s is the statement number and v is the variable. With respecting of slicing criteria, the slice includes only those statements of P needed to capture the behavior of v at s [2].

Clause slicing was introduced in 2012 by Abdallah [3] as a static slicing technique, the clause slicing is concentrating on the code syntax of the program, as part of program robustness measurement technique. The Clauser was built to identify the clauses that can be sliced into the program, give them a number, and allow the user to choose one of them to be sliced and return the formed slice. So far, it only slices the variables and built-in functions. But, in the plan, we are intended to make it slice every single clause in the code. The clause slicing considers most of the code syntax words as a potential slicing criterion, which makes it more useful in testing and measuring the program quality.

This research paper has improved the clause slicing tool that introduced in previous works. The clause slicing for function and variables are not automatically done. Therefore, a new level of Clauser was developed and applied.

This paper is divided into five sections; Section 2 will explore related program slicing and tools that applied them. In Section 3, the Clauser model will be described in details showing how it works regarding the clause chosen rules. Section 4 introduces a case study and the evaluation of Clauser. The conclusions and future work in Section 5.
2. RELATED WORK

Static slicing means that the code syntax will be reserved after slicing. In other words, all possible executions of the program are taking into account [4-5]. Static slicing is built by assign a point of interest and delete all irrelevant statements to this point [6-8]. A point of interest is the statement to be sliced; it is signed by the variable and line number (V, L). Which called slicing criteria [9-10]. The static slicing can be executable or non-executable [10]. Executable slice means the code that produced after the slicing operation (the slice) can be compiled and run as a program.

Weiser [1, 7-8, 11] introduced the program slicing which is known later as Executable Backward Static Slicing. It is Executable because the slice produced as an executable program. Backward Slicing is computed by gathering statements and control predicts by way of a backward traversal of the programs starting at the slicing criteria [10]. Backward slicing contains the statements of the program which affect the criteria slice, and it answers the question “what program components might affect a selected computation?” [5]

Another form of static slicing is Forward Slicing. Forward Slicing traverse data and control dependence edges in the forward direction and answers the question “what program components might be affected by a selected computation?” [5]. Forward slice captures the effect of its slicing criteria on the rest of the program, and it is considered a kind of flow effect analysis [4, 12]. It contains the set of statements and control predicts that were affected by the computation of the slicing criterion. The Slicing criteria are the same as in backward slicing (V, L) [9, 10], [13-16].

Forward Slicing usually does not produce an executable slice, unlike the backward slicing. Because the challenge caused by Forward Slicing is defining the semantics captured by a forward slice [6, 10, 17]. A decomposition slicing is a slice used to decompose the program into different components. Decomposition slicing is a union of certain slices taken at certain line numbers on a given variable [8, 18].

Decomposition slicing has two parts: The slice, which is the slicing criteria, and the complement. The slice “captures all relevant computations involving a given variable” [18], where decomposition slice depends on the variable name only and does not depend on statement number. The complement is the rest of the program code; it also can be considered as a slice that corresponds to the rest of slicing criteria [18].

There are also many other programs slicing techniques. However, in this research we only interested in forward and backward static slicing techniques. Program slicing is widely used for many purposes: debugging [8], maintenance [18], testing [19, 20], detecting dead code [21], measuring program robustness [22-24] and quality [25-27] and many other applications [26, 28]. Therefore, Researchers have tried applying their ideas of using program slicing and advanced tools. Tools of program slicing are developed to slice different programming languages [29]. As we focused in this research on C language slicing, we only listed some slicing tools for C language: CSurf, frama-C, and Wisconsin Program-Slicing.

CodeSurfer [30] is part of CodeSonar technology. GrammaTech’s, the development company, aims to automate a source-code analysis tool that finds bugs. CodeSurfer is a program-understanding tool that makes a manual review of code easier and faster. CodeSonar is an automated bug finder that generates a report of defects in the code.

Many programs understanding tools interpret code loosely. In contrast, CodeSurfer does a precise analysis. Program constructs, including pre-processor directives, macros, and C++ templates, are analyzed correctly. CodeSurfer calculates a variety of representations that can be explored through the graphical user interface or accessed through the optional programming API [30].

Frama-C [31] is a code analysis tool which is used for programs written in C programming language only. It supports static slicing techniques; Forward and backward slicing. It also provides a dependency analysis.

Frama-C comes with plugins such as Slicing and Value analysis. Frama-C allows these plugins to collaborate. It also enables the users to insert and run their plugins and connect them with other plugins in Frama-C. However, it still needs to be improved to support other types of slicing such as dynamic slicing.

There is also a program slicing tool called Wisconsin Program-Slicing tool [32]. It can do a Forward Slicing, backward slicing, and chopping. Also, it consists a package for building and manipulating control-flow graphs and program dependence graphs. The Wisconsin Program-Slicing tool is only developed and tested on Sun OS 5.5.1 which make it a less known than previous tools [32].

The srcML [32-33] program is a command line application for the conversion source code to srcML, an interface for the exploration, analysis, and manipulation of source code in this form, and the conversion of srcML back to source code. The current parsing technologies support C/C++, C#, and Java [16, 34-35].
CLAUSER: THE PROPOSED APPLICATION

Clause slicing was introduced in [3, 36] as a slicing technique that interest in a part of the statement that may affect the rest of the slice. The main purpose of Clause slicing was mainly to enhance the software robustness measurement of C programs.

The Clause slicing is a special type of static slicing technique; it is reserved syntax technique. Clause Slicing has the same types of static slicing. It can be forward clause slicing, backward clause slicing, or decomposition clause slicing. In this paper, only the forward clause slice will be discussed.

A Clause is defined as the minimum piece of code that can be sliced [3]. Some clauses that are not sliceable, i.e., #include, and break that called the un-sliceable clauses.

The slicing criteria for the Clause slicing are <C, n>, where C is the Clause, and n is the Clause Number. The Clause slicing (Cn) is all clauses in the program that depends on clause slicing criteria <C, n>.

The first step in the Clause slicing technique is the Clause numbering. It is different than the statement numbering, where not every statement is a clause and vice versa. Therefore, the clauses must be defined depending on some rules that identified in [3, 36]. Then depending on the slicing criteria that identified previously, the slicing will be applied, and the Clause slice will be produced as shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the Forward Clause slicing model is presented. In the first stage, Preparing Form, two lists are created once the Clauser runs: Sliceable; which will be used to store all the sliceable clauses in the target code (the code to be sliced), and Index; which will be used store the all variable clause numbers.

Moving to the stage two, Clause Numbering, where it starts with reading the target code, it must be stored in a text file. Then the clauses will be separated using the rules [3, 36] into keywords, variables, numbers ...etc. Then the model starts the following procedure:

- List for the location for each index
- For each item in the source code
  - #include → numbering it and write it to a new file
  - Return → numbering it and write it to a new file
  - Functions (main, scanf, printf, sqrt) → numbering it and write it to a new file
  - Digital → write it to a new file
  - Special character → write it to a new file
  - Otherwise, the item will be Variables

Figure 1. The proposed forward clause slicing model
Check if the variable exists in variable list → numbering it and write it to a new file
If not exists
Add a new variable to variable List
Store its number into variable indices list
Numbering it
Write it to a new file
The third stage, Clause Slicing, starts using the data that was collected previously in stage two.
The Clause Slicing procedure is executed by the user. Where the user is responsible for selecting the slicing criteria (the variable to be sliced and the clause number where to start slicing), then Fetch the selected variable from the start point to the end of the program. If the clauses are sliceable, regarding the rules in [2, 24], then it will be printed to the output files. Otherwise, it will be skipped and not shown in it.

4. EVALUATION

In the previous work [36] the Clauser was introduced as the first tool that applies the Clause slicing technique. It was in the early stages of development. It was not a user friendly tool, where the user has to choose the variable and its number before slicing, and if the user wants to see another slice, he or she has to rerun the program and select the new slicing criteria. The main contribution of the new version of Clauser that introduced Function slicing, where now the user can slice variables and the built-in functions such as scanf and printf.

Moreover, it is more user-friendly. Where the user can select the variable and its index number to see its slice. The user then can change the slicing criteria without reloading the program file, which reduces the execution time and improves the usability.

In addition, the Clauser in the first version was producing two text file, one after the clause numbering that contains clauses and their numbers and the second text file that contains the slicing results. In the new version the Clauser shows the programmed with clause numbered to the user, and on another screen, it shows the results of slicing depending on the chosen slicing criteria.

In the earlier Clauser version, the Clauser only numbered the variables, and the developer has to have renumbered the code taking into account the special words. But in this version, all types of words in the code are numbered. However, in the two version on Clauser, it still slices the variables.

Comparing to another C programs slicing tools such as frama-C and CSurf. The new version of Clauser, in addition to the previous feature, can slice part of the program, with no need to compile or run the program. Moreover, Clauser can number the code even if there are no variables, with the ability to skip the comments. Therefore, it can give an accurate number of clauses in the program.

Clauser as the only slicing tool that runs the clause slicing techniques that makes it useful to be part of measuring the program robustness. So, using Clauser will make the program robustness measuring is fully automated. In addition, the Clauser can be used to measure the quality of the code regarding some standard criteria such as MISRA C [3] that consider every single word in the code syntax. Or can be used to identify the dead code easily.

The Clauser has an advantage that the developer can only number the code without the need to slice it, which can be useful for further practice such as code analysis.

For now, our tool can slice variables in all different positions it could occur at, such as in an initialization statement, as a parameter in a function, in an assignment statement as in the use or the definition condition. In addition, to the built-in functions such as scanf and printf. Thus, the Clauser tool still needs more work to be able to slice more language features.

5. CONCLUSION

Clause slicing is a static slicing technique that was introduced as a slicing technique for part of the code statement or line. The Clauser is the tool that slices a C program using Clause Slicing techniques. Clauser mechanism depends on the Clause Slicing rules of clause slicing ability and numbering. Then, it allows the user to choose the clause or the function to be sliced, then Clauser applies the clause slicing technique and returns the slice of it.

The Clauser can be used to number the code clauses that can be useful in applying rules on these clauses coding standards such as MISRA C. It also helps to analyze the code which has further in code maintenance, regression testing and debugging.

Clauser still needs to be upgraded to apply to all C program features. Now, it only slices the variables and built-in functions. In the future work, the Clauser will be developed to slice all clauses in a C program.
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